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The Norton Sampler: Short Essays For Composition (Eighth Edition)
Synopsis
A trusted collection of short essays arranged by rhetorical mode—with charming, practical writing instruction. With 71 readings (half new to this edition), well-written writing instruction (including templates to help students get started), and new navigation features that make it very easy to use, The Norton Sampler is a rhetorically arranged reader that practices what it preaches about good writing.
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Customer Reviews
Awesome book helped me in college a lot and the rental process was very quick. Book teaches you a lot. Even if you hate textbooks this is one you have to read it is very interesting then your average textbooks.

Very interesting essays and explanation of essay types, although the included essays don’t follow the typical five-paragraph outline most teachers make you use for the types of essays included. So, don’t look to the essays for exact reference! (and don’t dissect my grammar—this is a review, not an essay)

Needed this for class, wasn’t something I would’ve purchased otherwise. It’s a good book. Only thing I don’t like is the pages are made of a very very thin, almost tissue paper like material.

This book has some (key word being some) great essays and helpful exercises for beginning a
paper, but it is very basic. It provides ideas and structures that are helpful as a starting point for someone who needs more guidance and explanation on how to write a paper. It’s not an exhilarating read, but it could be useful as a reference book.

Bought for English class...I’m not a reader and I didn’t expect much as I was in "textbook (dry reading material) mode"...BUT I ENJOY THIS BOOK! It is great and I've found myself reading it casually.

As an English teacher (secondary ed) I LOVE this book. It has several great writing samples for students in multiple genres. The students are interested in the pieces of writing and can easily recognize traits of effective and artistic writing.

I needed this textbook for school, but it has tremendously helped me and improved my writing skills 100 times over. This is one textbook that I won’t be selling.

inexpensive and just perfect for college. I rented the electronic book for my Kindle. Made my life a little easier and my backpack a lot less lighter
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